Tefila 101Lesson 30-

As Part Of

Source 1

Translation: The placement of Shiras Ha’Yom in Tefilas Shacharis spread to many distant geographic
areas as explained by the Sefer Ha’Manhig (Siman 24): in all corners of the Jewish world, the Shira is
said as part of Tefilas Shacharis. The practice is known to us from sources going back to the 900’s and it
is likely that in some places it was recited as part of Tefilas Shacharis even earlier. Nevertheless, doubts
have been raised as to the link between the Shira and Pseukei D’Zimra, a prayer that was initiated much
earlier. Concerning the link, there are differences of opinion as well as varying customs.
In the liturgy of early Minhag Eretz Yisroel, the Shira was said every day after the Bracha of Yishatabach
which concludes Pseukei D’Zimra, before the Bracha of Yotzer Ohr and Shemona Esrei.

Translation: The section of Tefilas Shacharis known as Pseukei D’Zimra consists of words of praise and
prayers that King David composed for Sefer Tehillim. In contrast, the Shira falls into a different category of
prayer and therefore was recited after saying the Bracha of Yishtabach which is the Bracha that brings the
recital of excerpts from Sefer Tehillim to a conclusion. Therefore we should add a reference to an early rule
that was found in a collection of Halachos of Eeretz Yisroel found in the Cairo Geniza. It revealed the
following rule: We may not recite Va’Yivarech Dovid unless we are part of a group of ten men. We can
suggest that based on this rule the recital of the Shira also required the presence of ten men since it was
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Tefila 101recited after Va’Yivarech Dovid. It would appear that is how we need to explain the following Halacha
found in the Sefer Ha’Manhig (page 74): therefore the preferred practice in all Jewish communities is to say
“Ata Hoo Hashem Livadecha until Oo’B’Mayim Azim from the Book of Ezra and the Shira only in a
group of ten men because every prayer that has special sanctity may be said only in a group of ten men.

Translation: In contrast to what we found the practice in Minhag Eretz Yisroel, an early Karaite source
referred to above, reports that the Geonim in Babylonia in the time of Rav Sa’Adiya Gaon opposed the
recital of Biblical songs as part of the prayer service except for the songs of King David; i.e. excerpts from
Tehillim, that were recited as part of Pseukei D’Zimra and the chapters of Tehillim that constituted
Hallel.

Translation: By the mid-900’s the practice of reciting the Shira after the conclusion of Pseukei D’Zimra
had spread even into Babylonia but there they recited the Shira during Tefila Shacharis only on Shabbos
and the holidays. So we find in a Teshuva by Rav Natroni: Pseukei D’Zimra that we recite each day,
here in the two Yeshivos (Sura and Pumbeditha), it is not customary to include the recital of the Shira.
Our practice is that after completing Pseukei D’Zimra we continue to recite the Brachos of Kriyas Shema
and so too in the place of our teacher. But in other synagogues in Babylonia they say Va’Yosha and the
Shira each Shabbos and holiday and on Yom Kippur and no one objects to their practice. The emphasis on
the fact that no one objects to the practice means that it was in that geographic area that no one objected
since we see that in other places there were those who strongly objected to those who would say the Shira as
part of Tefilas Shacharis. So we find, for example an anonymous Teshuva from one who apparently lived
in North Africa during the era of Rav Saadiya Gaon who described those who recite the Shira in Tefilas
Shacharis as “Chalukei Leiv”, trouble makers. The practice that is reflected in
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Tefila 101Translation: the Teshuva of R. Natroni Gaon is also reflected in the Siddur of R. Saadiya Gaon (p. 34):
Some follow the practice to say after Yishtabach Va’Yosha Hashem Ba’Yom Ha’Hoo and the entire
section of the Torah that follows until Ki Ani Hashem Rofe’Cha. Although it may be an admirable
practice, it is not mandatory. Initially, the practice of including the Shira in Tefilas Shacharis was allowed
only if ten men were present. We can affirm that view by noting that in the section devoted to non-public
prayer, the practice is omitted. In addition, R. Natroni in his Teshuva spoke of following the practice only
in synagogue with at least ten men present. In the Siddur of R. Amrom Gaon the practice is not
mentioned. Therefore we can conclude that the Geonim of Babylonia rejected the practice for themselves but
chose not to challenge the practices of the synagogues in their jurisdiction which followed the practice of
reciting the Shira on Shabbos and holidays.

Translation: Reciting the Shira had already spread throughout the Jewish communities of Italy by the
1000’s, at the latest, and from there the practice was brought to Germany by R. Moshe son of R.
Kolonymos, one of the first Rabbinic authorities to emigrate to Germany from Italy in the second half of the
1000’s who established a Jewish community in Germany

Translation: The practice of reciting the Shira became widespread among those who came to synagogue in
Europe, in the East and in Babylonia but in Babylonia some Geonim objected to the practice and cast it
aside. Nevertheless, a difference in practice did develop among those who resided in Germany and France as
opposed to those who lived in the Eastern and Sephardic communities. The Ashkenazim recited the Shira
before Yishtabach and included it as part of Pseukei D’Zimra while in the East and in the areas under the
jurisdiction of the Geonim, it was said after completing the Bracha of Yishtabach as a break between
Pseukei D’Zimra and the Brachos of Kriyas Shema. This practice was followed because the Shira was not
considered to be among the songs of King David, a reason referred to by the Sefer Hamanhig. One other
aspect of the recital of the Shira was unique to Ashkenazim: they required the recital of the Shira every day
and even for those reciting Tefilas Shacharis alone while in the other geographic areas according to most
sources-if not all-only in a group of ten men.
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Translation: We can suggest that the turning point which resulted in the Shira being included in Pseukei
D’Zimra in all areas had as its source the customs of the Jews of Northern France. The practice began
there. From there it travelled to Provence. Nevertheless, in France during the second half of the 1300’s,
there are sources that tell of those who followed the custom of the East. About them, R. Nosson son of
Yehudah, author of the Sefer Ha’Machkim, student of R. Yecheil of Paris wrote: He who begins
Yishtabach after saying Va’Yosha and the Shira is in error. Toward the end of the 1200’s the practice in
all areas of Provence were still not uniform. There were those who did not recite the Shira at all as part of
Tefila Shacharis, like the community of Narbona. According to the testimony of R. Ephraim from
Narbona; some said the Shira on Shabbos and Yom Tov like the early Babylonian custom.

Translation: Some recited it each day; some said it every day but only in synagogue and some would say the
Shira when praying alone, as well. In any event, everyone said it before Yishatabach according to the
testimony of R. Asher son of Shaul from Lunel (Sefer Haminhagos p. 132). From Provence the practice
travelled to Catalonia, as we saw above, and in the 1300’s the Ramban established in his Drasha “Toras
Hashem Temima” (Chavel edition, p. 150): And so we established or practiced to recite the Shira every
day in synagogue because within it is a reference to the Exodus from Egypt and words of praise and thanks
about it. Also the Ra’Ah in his commentary to chapter 5 of Maseches Brachos listed the practice of reciting
the Shira as a part of public prayer only while he permitted
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Tefila 101Translation: individuals who wished to make a commitment to say the Shira as part their prayers to do so.
He added the following interesting instruction: the practice that the community follows that an individual
should not say the Shira is meant to prohibit an individual from reciting the Shira as a prayer for thanks
when a miracle happens for his benefit and and so too Hallel but only the community or the King who
represents the community can do so because the community relies on the rule of the king. The source of the
rule that is known among the communities as “an individual does not say Shira” is not known to me. In
Ashkenaz in the 1200’s despite this rule, the practice was already established that the daily recital of the
Shira be performed before Yishtabach and as part of the order of Pseukei D’Zimra.

Translation: The Shira was recited not only in synagogue and the difference between individual prayer and
communal prayer vis a viz the recital of the Shira is not mentioned in the Sefer Rokeach (Siman 320) or in
his commentary to the Siddur: Va’Yomru-a song that should be recited every day before Yishtabach
(Herschler edition page 214). So too we find in the commentary to the prayers included in the Sefer
Ha’Pardes (p. 322): Our early Rabbinic leaders established the practice of reciting the Shira every day.
Concerning this practice the Zohar follows the Ashkenazic practice. Therefore the Zohar provides that the
Shira should be said each day after the collection of the songs of King David and before Yishtabach. The
Zohar elaborates on the importance of doing so (Teruma 131b; B’Shalach 54b). Concerning Sephardic
practice, while under Muslim control or Christian control, we do not have clear sources.
Source 2

Translation: At the afternoon sacrifice of Sabbath, what did they say? R. Johanan said: Oz Yashir
(Shemot 15, 1) , Oo’Mi’Kamochah and Oz Yashir (Bamidbar 21, 17). The question was raised: Were
all these portions said on each Sabbath or was only one said on every Sabbath? Come and hear, since it has
been taught: R. Jose said: By the time the first of these sections has come round once, the second has come
round twice. This shows that each Sabbath one portion was said: and this may be taken as proved.
Source 3
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Tefila 101Translation: Our forefathers had a custom to recite the Shira because reciting songs is an obligation each
day. This rule was taught by Rabbi Yosse who said: may I be among those who complete Hallel each day.
This was explained to mean that one should recite Pseukei D’Zimra each day. Our Sages instituted the
practice to recite the Shira for the reason that the Shira describes the downfall of our enemies and is an
opportunity to give praise to He who performs great miracles. It is placed in a part of the prayers which are
opened and closed with a blessing. It opens with Baruch Sh’amar and closes with Yishtabach.
Source 4

Translation: While the Beis Hamikdash stood the Leviim sang the Shira on Shabbos while the Kohanim
offerred the afternoon sacrifice. After the destruction of the Beis Hamikdash two customs developed: one in
Babylonia, to not read the Shira as part of the prayer service but to recite an abbreviated version; i.e the
verse Mi Kamocha as part of the Bracha of Ga’Al Yisroel. Even during the period of the Geonim it was
not the practice to recite the Shira in Tefilas Shacharis except on Shabbos. In Eretz Yisroel, they
maintained many practices that were followed in the Beis Hamikdash after it was destroyed. There they
followed the practice of reciting the Shira as part of Pseukei D’Zimra each day between Baruch Sh’Amar
and Yishtabach.
Source 5

Translation: There are places where the custom is to recite each day Shirat Hayam after Yishtabach and
then they recite Shma. There are other places where the custom is to read the song of Haazeinu (Devarim
32, 1) and there are individuals who have the custom to recite both Shirat Hayam and Shirat Haazeinu.
Source 6
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Tefila 101Translation: After completing the Mizmor, we recite Pseukei D’Zimra as on a weekday and end that
section by reciting Yishtabach. Then we recite Va’Yosha. It is preferable that we complete Pseukei
D’Zimra before reciting the Shira as I wrote in the Halachot of Brachot. Although most of the public does
not complete Pseukei D’Zimra until after reciting the Shira and after reciting Nishmat, it is my opinion
that how the public conducts itself in this matter is not definitive. It is preferable to complete Pseukei
D’Zimra with Yishtabach and to then recite the Shira and Nishmat.
Source 7

Translation: Rightfully Yishtabach should be recited immediately after Kol HaNishama which represents
the end of Pseukei D’Zimra. However, it became the custom to recite additional verses which are also
considered songs of King David and to recite the Shira. The better practice is to recite Yishtabach after
reciting the verse that ends with OO’Mihalilim L’Shaim Tifartecha which is part of a song composed by
King David. That is why it is good to recite Yishtabach immediately thereafter and to then recite Ata Hoo
Hashem LiVadecha until the end of the Shira.
Source 8

Translation: It was an innovation instituted by the Gaonim to recite VaYivarech Dovid from Chronicles
and VaYivarchu Shem Kvodecha taken from the Book of Ezra and then Shirat Hayam. These sections
were added because the 15 words of praise that are included in Yishtabach were derived according to the
Midrash Michilta from the Shirat Hayam and from the verses within Vayivarech Dovid.
Source 9

Translation: They instituted the practice of reciting VaYosha and Shirat Hayam as a daily remembrance
of the Exodus from Egypt as the verse reads: so that you may remember your leaving Egypt all of your
days. That is the custom in all parts of the Jewish community except that on Tisha B’Av those who follow
Minhag Sepharad omit it and recite in its place: Shirat Haazeinu.
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